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Abstract

Here we present a Rb-129Xe spin-exchange optical pumping polarizer capable of rapid generation

of large volumes of highly polarized 129Xe gas. Through modeling and measurements we maximize

the 129Xe nuclear spin polarization output to enable the generation of polarized 129Xe gas imaging

volumes (300 cm3) every 5 min within a clinical setting. Our model was verified by experiment

to correctly predict the optimum Rb vapour density for maximum 129Xe nuclear polarization for a

flux of 3.4 W/cm2 circularly polarized Rb D1 photons incident on an 80 cm long cylindrical optical

cell. We measure a 129Xe magnetization production efficiency of ηpr = 1.8%, which approaches the

photon efficiency limit ηγ = 3.3% of this system, and enables the polarization of 2.72× 1022 129Xe

spins per hour, corresponding to 1013 cm3 of 100% polarized 129Xe at STP. This magnetization

production rate is threefold higher than the highest previously published 129Xe magnetization

production rate, and has enabled routine clinical lung magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with

hyperpolarized 129Xe doses available on demand at run time, as well as high-SNR 129Xe MRI of

the human brain and kidneys.
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The ability to generate highly magnetized 129Xe gas with spin-exchange optical pumping

(SEOP) [1] benefits scientific study in many fields, including fundamental symmetry tests

[2, 3], chemical physics [4], materials science [5], and biomedical magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) [6]. Despite technological advances [7–9], a limiting factor in the widespread appli-

cation of hyperpolarized 129Xe has been the difficulty in rapidly generating large volumes of

129Xe with high nuclear polarization PXe for clinical MRI and other applications where high

129Xe throughput is required.

In Rb-129Xe SEOP, spin angular momentum of left circularly polarized photons is trans-

ferred to D1 line valence electrons within vaporized Rb, generating a polarized Rb spin

population. The electronic Rb spin polarization is then transferred to 129Xe nuclei through

the collisional Fermi-contact hyperfine interaction, resulting in a “hyperpolarized” 129Xe nu-

clear spin system. A useful concept in the evaluation of SEOP physics is the photon efficiency

ηγ, which is defined as the number of polarized nuclei per photon absorbed within Rb va-

por. In practical terms, it is related to the 129Xe magnetization output (polarization-volume

product) of a SEOP system and may be described as the ratio of 129Xe spin polarization

rate to the photon absorption rate ∆Φ within a SEOP cell volume V [10, 11]

ηγ =
V [Xe]dPXe/dt

∆Φ
=

P eq
Xe[Xe]V

∆Φτup
, (1)

where [Xe] denotes the Xe number density within the cell volume, P eq
Xe is the equilibrium

129Xe polarization, and τup is the time constant characterizing the time for 129Xe nuclei to

reach polarization equilibrium. Measurements performed at low laser power [8–10] deter-

mined ηγ for 129Xe-Rb to be approximately 0.04, meaning an average of 25 photons are

required to polarize a single 129Xe nucleus. Practically, this translates to a magnetization

output rate of 21 cm3 h−1 of 100% polarized 129Xe per watt of absorbed light. (N.B.:

throughout this Letter, magnetization output rates will be normalized assuming 100% 129Xe

polarization, 100% 129Xe isotopic enrichment, and operation at STP.) With diodes capa-

ble of producing 100’s of watts of light at the Rb D1 wavelength now readily available, it

should therefore be possible to achieve magnetization output rates of the order 1000 cm3

h−1. However, owing to prior employment of relatively small SEOP cell volumes (75 cm3

[12] to 1500 cm3 [13]), these outputs have not yet been realized on practical SEOP systems,

with published 129Xe magnetization output rates to date in the range 39 to 240 cm3 h−1

[14].
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This Letter describes a continuous-flow 129Xe SEOP system which was designed with a

large SEOP cell volume V = 3530 cm3 in order to maintain high photon efficiency and

overcome previous magnetization output limitations. We also present a practical SEOP

physics model with the aim of determining the experimental parameters that satisfy the

design criterion that maximizes photon efficiency, namely achieving 100% photon absorption

without any optically dark regions over the cell length. We then compare our model against

experimental measurements and use the optimized parameters to enable rapid generation of

polarized 129Xe for high-quality MR imaging of hyperpolarized 129Xe in human lungs, brain

and kidneys.

During Rb-129Xe SEOP, the spin angular momentum of left circularly polarized photons

(sz = +~) is absorbed by the Rb vapor at a rate δΓ = (1 − PRb)Rp per Rb atom, where

PRb is the Rb electron polarization and Rp is the optical pumping rate (photon absorption

rate for unpolarized Rb atoms). The attenuation of the photon flux Φ = Plnp/A (where

Pl is the laser power over beam area A and np is the number of photons per joule at

the pump beam wavelength λl) over the length z of the SEOP cell may be written as

a nonlinear differential equation for Rp as dRp(z)/dz = −β[1 − PRb(z)]Rp(z) [15], where

PRb(z) = Rp(z)/(Rp(z) + ΓSD) is the time-averaged Rb electron polarization at cell length

z, ΓSD is the Rb spin-destruction rate, β = α[Rb] is a function of Rb vapor density [Rb]

(dependent upon SEOP cell temperature) with the constant α (units cm2), which relates

the optical pumping rate and photon flux [16] via

Rp =
2
√
π ln 2refD1

λ3
lw

′(r, s)

hc∆λlnp

Plnp

A
= αΦ, (2)

where re is the classical electron radius, fD1
is the oscillator strength of the Rb D1 transition,

c is the speed of light, ∆λl is the pump beam linewidth, and w′(r, s) is the real part of the

complex overlap function [17], where r = ∆νa/∆νl (∆νl = c∆λl/λ
2
l ) represents the relative

atomic linewidth and s = 2(νl−νa)/∆νl is the relative detuning (s = 0 for νl = νa), where νa

and ∆νa are the center frequency and linewidth of the Rb D1 absorption line, respectively.

To enable optimization of Rp and PRb for different cell geometries and SEOP conditions, we

obtain an explicit solution of Rp over z

Rp(z) = ΓSDW
(

e(k−βz)/ΓSD

)

, (3)

where W is the Lambert-W function defined such that for an arbitrary function f(x) = xex,
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W (f(x)) = x, and k = ln(Rp0) + Rp0/ΓSD is the boundary constant determined at z = 0,

where Rp0 is calculated using Eq. (2).

Fig. 1 (c) shows modeled longitudinal Rp and PRb profiles along the SEOP cell at an

optimized temperature T = 398 K, and sub-optimal profiles at a cell temperature just 10

K higher for a cylindrical cell of volume V = 3530 cm3 (7.5 cm diameter, 80 cm length)

with parameters optimized using Eq. (3): Pl = 150 W pump beam with λl = 794.77 nm

and ∆λl = 0.3 nm incident on the cell filled to a gas density [G] = 0.847 amg (3% Xe, 10%

N2, 87% He). Rb densities [Rb] were calculated indirectly using Rb vapor pressure curves

reported by Kilian [18]. Rb spin destruction ΓSD occurs either in binary collisions between

Rb and Xe atoms, or in bound RbXe van der Waals (vdW) molecules [19], and the total

Rb spin-destruction rate is given by a sum of the two contributions ΓSD = Γb
SD + Γv

SD. The

binary Rb spin-destruction rate is defined as Γb
SD = 〈συ〉SD [Xe], where 〈συ〉SD = 7.44 ×

10−15(T/373)1.17 cm3/s is the measured temperature-dependent binary Rb spin-destruction

cross section [19]. It is not possible to accurately describe spin destruction occurring in

RbXe vdW molecules with a simple cross section owing to the three-body nature of the

formation and breakup of the RbXe vdW molecules [20]. Previous measurements of the

vdW spin-destruction rates are specific to the gas composition used in each study, making it

difficult to predict spin-destruction rates due to vdWmolecules for a specific gas composition.

We therefore have derived expressions that enable calculation of vdW Rb spin-destruction

rates for any gas (Xe, N2, He)/Rb isotopic composition. The vdW spin-exchange rate may

be defined by Γv
SD = |q(F, F )|/TF [20, 21], where T−1

F = [Xe]kτ−1 is the RbXe molecular

formation rate per Xe atom, |q(F, F )| is the probability that the Rb spin polarization will be

lost during the characteristic lifetime τ of a vdW molecule, and k = [RbXe]/[Xe][Rb] = 244

Å
3
(T/373)−3/2 is the molecular chemical equilibrium constant [22]. The molecular lifetime

τ of RbXe molecules is inversely proportional to the gas density of the third body [G]i (i

= Xe, N2, He), and we have derived an expression to enable calculation of τ for any gas

composition

1

τ
=

ωγ

φγ

=
∑

i

γN

~

[G]i
[G]0,i

, (4)

where ωγ = γN/~ = 754 rad/s [23] is the spin-rotation frequency of the Rb electron spin

vector S about the rotational angular momentum vector N of the RbXe molecule, φγ is the

phase angle subtended by S within a molecular lifetime τ , and γ is the coupling constant
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FIG. 1. (a) and (b) show the average optical pumping rate 〈Rp〉 and Rb polarization 〈PRb〉

over the cell as functions of cell temperature and Rb vapor density and (c) shows the modeled

optical pumping rate Rp and Rb polarization PRb as a function of SEOP cell length for two

cell temperatures T = 398 K and 408 K using Eq. (3). (d) Comparison of modelled (Eq. (6))

and experimentally measured 129Xe polarizations as a function of SEOP cell temperature. The

measurements were made using gas extracted from a cylindrical SEOP cell with volume V = 3530

cm3 (7.5 cm diameter, 80 cm length) during continuous-flow SEOP at a total gas flow rate of 2000

sccm and a cell pressure of 938 Torr.

that determines the strength of the spin-rotation interaction γN · S [21]. [G]0,i, defined

as the characteristic third-body density for which the phase angle φγ is unity, has been

previously measured for He and N2 to be [G]0,He = 0.208 amg(373/T )1/2 and [G]0,N2
=

0.127amg(373/T )1/2 [24], and has been calculated for Xe to be [G]0,Xe = 0.033amg(373/T )1/2

[25, 26]. Here we generalize the vdW spin destruction probability |q(F, F )| from Eq. (26)

in Ref [20] to be valid for any Rb isotopic composition

|q(F, F )| = 2

3

[

∑

i

(

ηi
φγ

(2Ii + 1)

)2
]

(

1 +
K(K + 1)

x2
f

)

, (5)

where the sum contains two terms corresponding to the two naturally occurring isotopes of

Rb, 85Rb and 87Rb, that occur with isotopic fractions η1 = 0.7215 and η2 = 0.2785, and
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured 129Xe polarization as a function of total gas flow rate Q through the SEOP

cell. Eq. (6) was fit to the data to determine a spin-up time τup = 1/(γSE + Γ) = 71 s. Inset is a

series of measurements of the spin-up rate Γup = 1/τup made on the cell under static conditions

(zero gas flow) at different Rb vapor densities [Rb] to determine a spin-exchange cross section

γ′ = 1.63 × 10−15 cm3/s and the 129Xe spin-relaxation rate Γ = 1/T1 = 44 min in the absence of

Rb vapor. (b) 129Xe polarization production map: contour plot of PXe (in %) for a given volume

of Xe at different production rates.

that have nuclear spin numbers I1 = 5/2 and I2 = 3/2, respectively. x = γN/α = 4.1

[10] is the Breit-Rabi field parameter, and determines the fractions of Rb electronic spin S

momentum that is transferred to rotational angular momentum N and to 129Xe nuclear spin

K=1/2. α is the coupling strength for the collisional Fermi-contact hyperfine interaction

αK · S between the 129Xe nuclear spin K and the Rb electron spin S, and f is the isotopic

fraction of 129Xe. Eq. (5) is valid in the limit of sufficiently high third-body gas densities

that holds for all of this work (0.33–1.33 amg) where φγ/(2I + 1) ≪ 1.

The polarizer system was simplified as much as is possible, and comprises five main
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components: (i) a laser-diode array coupled with polarizing and beam shaping optics, (ii)

an oven containing a long cylindrical optical cell, (iii) an electromagnetic coil assembly, (iv)

a gas-handling manifold, and (v) a cryostat within a permanent magnetic field. See Fig. 3

(a) for a schematic of the apparatus and the Supplementary Material for a full description of

all components. The light for optical pumping was generated by a laser-diode array (QPC

Lasers) set to output circularly polarized laser light Pl = 150 W tuned to λl = 794.77 nm

with a narrow linewidth ∆λl = 0.3 nm and a circular spatial beam profile with a diameter

of 7.5 cm (3.4 W/cm2). The oven is composed of calcium silicate blocks and contains

borosilicate windows with antireflection coating (at 795 nm) and a cylindrical borosilicate

cell with volume V = 3530 cm3 (80 cm length, 7.5 cm diameter) loaded with <1 g of natural

abundance Rb. To regulate the Rb vapor density, the oven is heated with air that is passed

through a heating element temperature controlled using a thermocouple situated within the

oven air space. The oven is contained within a homogeneous magnetic field B0 = 30 G

(∆B0 < 1% over cell length) generated by a four-coil electromagnet using square coils with

side lengths of 100 cm and geometrical configuration based on ref. [27]. During continuous-

flow operation, the gas manifold directs gas flow from a cylinder containing 3% isotopically

enriched Xe (86% 129Xe), 10% N2 and 87% He through the cell in a direction counter to

the laser propagation. The gas exiting the cell is flowed through Tygon tubing towards

spiral glassware held within a field of 2.5 kG (NdBFe permanent magnet) and submerged

in a dewar containing liquid N2, whereupon the Xe is cryogenically separated from He

and N2, which are removed as exhaust gases through a vacuum line. All 129Xe polarization

measurements were performed in situ within the bore of a 1.5 T GEMRI scanner as described

previously [8]. Each polarization measurement corresponds to the mean signal value from

NMR measurements taken from five separate cell dispenses for given running parameters

(e.g. cell pressure, cell temperature, and gas flow rate). The relationship [28]

PXe = 〈PRb〉
γSE

γSE + Γ

(

e−(γSE+Γ)tr
)

(6)

was used to model the 129Xe polarization during gas flow Q through the SEOP cell. 〈PRb〉
is the average Rb polarization over the SEOP cell volume (see Fig. 1 (b) for 〈PRb〉 as

a function of cell temperature T and [Rb]), γSE = γv
SE + γb

SE is the total spin-exchange

rate, Γ is the 129Xe relaxation rate in the absence of Rb vapor (see Fig. 2 (a) inset), and

tr = [G]V/Q is the atomic residency time in the SEOP cell volume V. The Rb-129Xe binary
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spin-exchange rate is independent of gas density and is defined as γb
SE = 〈συ〉se[Rb], where

〈συ〉se = 2.17 × 10−16 cm3/s is the experimentally determined binary spin-exchange cross

section [29]. The vdW spin-exchange rate γv
SE may be defined analogously to the Rb vdW

spin destruction rate as γv
SE = |q(K,K)|/TK , where T−1

K = [Rb]kτ−1 is the RbXe molecular

formation rate per Xe atom and |q(K,K)| is the probability of spin exchange occurring

during the lifetime τ of a vdW molecule (Eq. (4))

|q(K,K)| =2

3

[

∑

i

(

ηi
φγ

(2Ii + 1)x

)2
]

×
[

∑

i

ηi[Ii(Ii + 1)] +
3

2

]

. (7)

The highest PXe during gas flow Q = 2000 sccm and a cell pressure of 938 Torr was measured

at a cell temperature T = 398 K ([G] = 0.847 amg), in excellent agreement with our model,

as shown in Fig. 1 (d). We observed a minimal dependence of PXe on total cell pressure

within the range 375–2250 Torr, in agreement with previous measurements performed under

flow conditions [13]. The coefficient of the exponential in Eq. (6), 〈PRb〉γSE/(γSE + Γ),

represents the 129Xe polarization P eq
Xe for an infinite residency time tr = ∞ (i.e. gas flow

Q = 0), and the spin-up time constant in Eq. (1) may be represented by the reciprocal of

the exponential rate constant, i.e. τup = 1/(γSE + Γ) for tr < ∞. Fig. 2 (a) shows a fit

of Eq. (6) to gas flow data, yielding τup = 71 s and P eq
Xe = 41%. The predicted value of

PXe from Eq. (6) is a factor of two higher than our experimental values, which is consistent

with previous observations during continuous-flow Rb-129Xe SEOP [13, 30]. This may be

due to an incomplete understanding of SEOP physics as has been previously observed in

the case of Rb-3He [31]; however it is beyond the scope of this Letter to attempt to resolve

the widely reported discrepancy between theoretical and experimental 129Xe polarization

values. To generate hyperpolarized 129Xe production maps, the experimental data in Fig. 2

(a) was combined with a model of 129Xe polarization decay during the cryogenic accumulation

process [8, 28]. The production map shown in Fig. 2 (b) illustrates that the system is capable

of generating 300 cm3 of Xe with PXe ≈ 30% in 5 min (QXe = 3.6 L h−1), which enables

on-demand production of gas for several imaging sequences per patient lung MRI exam in a

clinical setting. Fig. 3 (b) shows examples of high-quality human lung, brain and kidney MR

imaging with hyperpolarized 129Xe produced at QXe = 3.6 L h−1. To enable an estimation

of the photon efficiency ηγ (Eq. 1), we measured the photon absorption rate ∆φ in the cell
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of the key functional components of the Rb-129Xe polarizer and (b) magnetic

resonance images of hyperpolarized 129Xe gas in human lungs and dissolved-phase 129Xe in the

human brain [32] and kidneys.

volume at a gas flow rate Q = 2527 sccm such that the atomic residency time tr is equal

to the experimentally measured spin-up time τup = 71 s. The photon absorption rate was

calculated using ∆φ = (Pc − Ph)/Ep = 4.20 × 1020 s−1, where Pc = 120 W and Ph = 15

W are the measured laser powers after transmission through the cell at room temperature

(zero [Rb]) and at a temperature T = 398 K, respectively, and Ep = 2.50 × 10−19 J is the

energy of a photon at the Rb D1 resonance λa = 794.77 nm. With a Xe density [Xe] =

6.83 × 1017 cm−3 and P eq
Xe = 0.41 (Q = 0 sccm in Fig. 2 (b)), Eq. (1) is used to calculate

a photon efficiency of ηγ = 0.033, which means that on average 30 photons are required to

polarize a single 129Xe nucleus on this system, which translates to a magnetization output

rate of 17.7 cm3 h−1 per watt of absorbed light.

It is worth noting that this magnetization output rate is not practically achievable on a

system during operation as in Eq. (1) the 129Xe polarization P eq
Xe is defined at t = ∞, whereas

during operation the 129Xe polarization is defined for a gas residency time tr = [G]V/Q. For

an operating flow rate ofQ = 2000 sccm (whereQXe = 3.6 L h−1), tr = 90 s and the postthaw

(5 min accumulation) 129Xe polarization is PXe = 0.29. Substituting tr = 90 and PXe = 0.29

for τup and P eq
Xe in Eq. (1), respectively, enables us to calculate a “production efficiency”

ηpr = 0.018, which corresponds to a magnetization output rate of 1013 cm3 h−1 for 105
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W of absorbed light. This value is 4.6-fold and 2.9-fold higher than the highest previously

published magnetization output rates of 220 cm3 h−1 [33] and 352 cm3 h−1 [7] on stopped-

and continuous-flow Rb-129Xe polarizers, respectively, and has enabled routine clinical lung

MRI with hyperpolarized 129Xe doses available on demand at run time as well as high-SNR

129Xe MRI of the human brain and kidney. In addition, the high magnetization output rate

has opened up the possibility to perform lung MRI with naturally abundant Xe (26% 129Xe)

at higher doses, which, owing to the much lower cost compared to enriched Xe [34], should

further enhance the potential for large-scale clinical dissemination of hyperpolarized 129Xe

MRI.

Further work incorporating direct measurements of the Rb density along the cell and

PXe, PRb measurements along the transverse plane of the cell is under way to provide insight

into the discrepancy between theoretical and experimental PXe, which should enable further

optimization of the polarizer’s performance.

The authors are grateful to Daniel Jackson for blowing the SEOP cells and to Simon

Wiles and John Wilson for assistance with construction of the polarizer. This work was
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